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Religion, Literature, & Film: Postsecular Meaning 
 
Dr. Everett Hamner 
Western Illinois University, Summer 2017, Mon, Wed, & Th 12:30-3:30 pm(*see note, top p. 7) 
ENG 492: Q90 & 300 (Quad Cities Complex 2128 & Stipes 207), westernonline.wiu.edu 
Office hours before/after classes by request in QCC 2209 & by phone for Macomb students 
e-hamner@wiu.edu, 309-762-3999 x62247 
 

 
 
General Catalog Description & Prerequisites 
 
Study of multicultural literary and cinematic texts engaging a wide range of religious and 
philosophical traditions. Examination of the religious and the secular via narrative; consideration of 
literary and filmic interpretation via religious and philosophical questions. Prerequisites for 
undergraduates: Eng 299 with a grade of C or better, one 100- or 200-level religious studies or 
philosophy course, or consent of instructor. Prerequisite for graduate students: consent of instructor. 
 
Specific Description & Goals 
 
This course pursues the unique insights contemporary fiction and film offer for understanding world 
religions and spiritualities—and vice versa. What does narrative art suggest about similarities and 
differences between Midwestern Protestantism and New York City Judaism, or between the various 
forms of Islam in the Middle East and indigenous traditions in Africa and New Zealand? Conversely, 
the course considers how religious, secular, and especially “postsecular” thinking uniquely illuminates 
literary and filmic characters and plots. How does a stronger grasp of Hindu or Taoist concepts, for 
instance, deepen interpretations of an Oscar-winning film or a major science fiction novel? 
 
Many of our texts fit a subgenre we might call the spiritual or cosmic bildungsroman: while these works 
often feature relatively young protagonists, they always revolve around quests for personal maturity 
and communal meaning. Among their concerns are the ways different traditions regard the 
relationship between believing something, knowing it, and acting upon it. In some cases, faith seems 
unrelated to or even opposed to knowledge or action; in others, these terms are virtually inseparable. 
  
Another characteristic of the globe-spanning literature and cinema we will study is its challenge to easy 
assumptions about what counts as religious or secular in the first place. As supplemental theoretical 
readings and conversations will demonstrate, the relationships between the holy and the profane, the 
material and the immaterial, and the actual and the imaginary differ considerably according to cultural 
context. In fact, by course’s end we should find ourselves asking whether there actually is 
anything purely religious or secular, at least in the ways we once treated those terms. Taken together, 
these novels and films will ask us to consider how and why human beings are willing to risk their lives 
for some ideas without requiring proof, while easily dismissing others as irrational. Moreover, they ask 
in what measure such gambits are inherent to being human, in the best and worst senses of the term.  
 
Please note that coursework varies according to undergraduate or graduate status. While all students 
will complete substantial reading and viewing, several quizzes, and a major argumentative paper, 
graduate students will complete additional reading and write longer papers. Further details may be 
found in the reading schedule and assignment overviews below.  
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A few foundational theses and some basic goals of this course … 
 

1. “Religion” is an enormous category, encompassing an incredible variety of relatively organized 
and historically continuous global traditions as well as more shifting, fluid, and sometimes 
amorphous beliefs and practices. 
 

a. As such, we must be mindful of the temptation to make all-encompassing statements 
about this term, as it is very easy in American culture particularly to unconsciously 
equate “religion” with a given form of Christianity, either that of one’s personal 
experience or that which draws the most spectacular media attention. With this goal in 
mind, the first half of the course will be heavily devoted to broadening our familiarity 
with major world religious traditions. 
 

b. We will also need to be thoughtful about what we call “religious” or assume is not 
“religious.” In casual usage, Americans often refer to themselves and others as “pretty 
religious” or “not really religious” or “spiritual but not religious,” but we will probe 
such labels for underlying attitudes toward dogma, piety, social justice, and politics. 
 

2. If “religious” can be a messier term than it might appear, so too can be the word “secular.” This 
course will draw regularly upon the insights of postsecular theory, an interpretive orientation that 
has been gradually expanding in the humanities during recent decades. 
 

a. A central contention of postsecular thought is that what counts as religious or secular is 
heavily culturally dependent. E.g., in the US, the historic prevalence of Christianity (and 
to a lesser extent, Judaism) means we tend to accept and conflate binaries like these: 
 
religious   secular 
holy    ordinary 
sacred    profane 
supernatural   natural 
spiritual   physical 
theist    atheist 
pious    free-spirited 
conservative   liberal 
pro-life    pro-choice 
hierarchical   feminist 
 

b. Such binaries may serve as useful shorthand, but they can also be highly misleading, 
especially when one pairing is equated with another. The humanities have long been 
attuned to the dangers involved in easy oppositions like white vs. black, masculine vs. 
feminine, straight vs. gay, rich vs. poor, etc. Most of us recognize that those labels can be 
tricky, but it is only relatively recently that the humanities have begun to interrogate the 
religious vs. secular binary, exposing what it overlooks, assimilates, or misrepresents. 
 

3. As noted by Qoheleth, the narrator of Ecclesiastes—a “wisdom book” in the Hebrew Bible 
regularly embraced even by atheists—different seasons in life demand different responses. If 
there’s a time for war and a time for peace, there is a time for standing up for what one believes 
and risking everything, and there’s a time for humility, listening, and welcoming difference. Our 
class’s conversations will most often call for the latter, but that does not mean students should 
feel constrained about being honest with their deepest questions. We will differ from each 
other, inevitably, but our primary goal should be to learn from those contrasts, seizing the 
opportunity to glimpse others’ viewpoints as often and as fully as possible. My hope is that this 
will both deepen convictions about the things that are most crucial and increase our comfort 
levels with things that remain mysterious and uncertain.  
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Meeting, Reading/Viewing, & Assignment Schedule 
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
~“VIEWING,” “READING,” or “ONLINE” = watch, read, or complete in full BEFORE class 
~“IN CLASS” = no preparation required beyond accessing texts (print or bring electronically) 
~“GRADS” = required for graduate students; available to undergraduates as well, but not required 
~Film streaming/disc access: Am=Amazon, N=Netflix, Ap=Apple; G=GooglePlay, L=QC libraries, #copies 
 

1st
 MEETING, MON JUNE 5TH: THE WAY OF DEVOTION & A HUNGER FOR JUSTICE 

 
READING: ~Stephen Prothero, God is Not One (ch 4, “Hinduism”) 
 
VIEWING:  ~Gandhi (1982, film, Am, Ap, G, L=7 copies, free on Starz) 
 
IN CLASS: ~”You’re not going to believe …” (comic) 
  ~Ursula K. Le Guin, “The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas” (1973, short story) 
  ~Small group activity: founding a religion 
  ~Syllabus review and discussion of goals and assignments 
  ~Excerpt, the Bhagavad-Gita (Song of the Lord) (scripture) 
  ~How Richard Attenborough’s film is and is not about Hinduism (& Islam) 
 

2nd
 MEETING, WED JUNE 7TH: THE WAY OF AWAKENING & THE NATURE OF TRANSIENCE 

 
READING:  ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 5, “Buddhism”) 
  ~Stephen Asma, Intro + “Science is Mysticism,” ch. 4 in Why I am a Buddhist: No- 
  Nonsense Buddhism with Red Meat and Whiskey (2010, nonfiction manifesto) 
 
VIEWING: ~Lost in Translation (2003, film, Am, Ap, G, L=8 copies) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Kaufmann’s argument about peeling back “religious” and “secular” labels 
  ~A historical overview of the term “religion” 
  ~Excerpt, the Tibetan Book of the Dead (scripture) 
  ~Religion & politics intersect in Buddhism, too 
  ~Further discussion of course assignments 
 

3rd
 MEETING, TH JUNE 8TH: THE WAY OF PROPIETY & THE CALL TO REBELLION 

 
READING: ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 3, “Confucianism”) 
 ~Ursula K. Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness (1969, novel, ch 1-10) 
  ~Michael Kaufmann, “The Religious, the Secular, and Literary Studies:  
  Rethinking the Secularization Narrative in Histories of the Profession.” New Literary  
  History 38 (2007): 607-27. 
 
ONLINE: ~Quiz #1 (on Western Online, under “Assessments”—take before Th class) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Sex, gender, religion, and other interwoven elements of cultural difference 
 ~Excerpt, I Ching (scripture) 
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4th
 MEETING, MON JUNE 12TH: THE WAY OF FLOURISHING & THE PARADOX OF WU WEI 

 
READING:  ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 8, “Daoism”) 
  ~Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness (1969, novel, ch 11-20) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Le Guin interviews with Bill Moyers & Dr. Hamner 
  ~Excerpt, The Tao Te Ching: A Book about the Way & the Power of the Way (scripture) 
  ~Richard D. Erlich, “Le Guin and God: Quarreling with the One, Critiquing Pure 
  Reason” Extrapolation 47.3 (2006): 351-79. 
 

5th MEETING, WED JUNE 14TH: THE WAY OF CONNECTION & THE THREAT OF ASSIMILATION 
 
READING:  ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 6, “Yoruba Religion”) 
  ~GRADS: Charles Taylor, “Introduction,” A Secular Age (Harvard, 2007, pp. 1-22) 
  Grad student(s) annotation/discussion: _________________ __________________ 
 
VIEWING: ~Whale Rider (2002, film, N, L=6 copies) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Indigenous religion, from Africa to New Zealand 
 

6th MEETING, TH JUNE 15TH: THE WAY OF SUBMISSION & THE MIXING OF CULTURES 
 
READING: ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 1, “Islam”) 
 ~Eboo Patel, Acts of Faith: The Story of an American Muslim … (ch. 2, autobiography) 
  ~GRADS: Amy Hungerford, from Postmodern Belief: American Literature and Religion Since 
  1960. Princeton, 2010. (ch 1, “Believing in Literature,” 1-27) 
  Grad student(s) annotation/discussion: _________________ __________________ 
 
VIEWING: ~Persepolis (2007, film, Am, Ap, G, L=4 copies) 
 
ONLINE: ~Quiz #2 (take on W.O. before Th class; questions cover materials since Quiz #1) 
 
IN CLASS: ~The origins and expansion of Islam 
 ~Excerpt, The Qur’an (scripture) 
 ~Excerpt, Love, InshAllah: The Secret Love Lives of American Muslim Women 
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7th
 MEETING, MON JUNE 19TH: THE WAY OF EXILE & RETURN, OR, THE ARTIST’S VOCATION 

 
READING: ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 7, “Judaism”) 
 ~Chaim Potok, My Name is Asher Lev (1972, novel) 
  ~Partial glossary for My Name is Asher Lev 
 
IN CLASS: ~Begin Global Religions in Local Spaces presentations 
  ~Jonah (scripture: often referenced but rarely read short book in the Hebrew Bible) 
  ~Hasidism, antisemitism, the birth of American comedy, and a Jewish rapper 
  ~Page, canvas, screen: the paintings of Asher’s education and the role of artistic form 
  ~Potok, “The Culture Highways We Travel” Religion & Literature 19.2 (Sum 1987): 1-10. 
 

8th MEETING, WED JUNE 21ST: THE WAY OF SALVATION & THE SHOCK OF GRACE 
 
READING: ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 2, “Christianity”) 
  ~Flannery O’Connor, “Revelation” (1965, short stories) 
  ~Craig Thompson, Blankets (2003, graphic novel) 
  ~GRADS: Tracy Fessenden, “The Problem of the Postsecular.” American Literary History  
  26.1 (2014): 154-67. 
  Grad student(s) annotation/discussion: _________________ __________________ 
 
IN CLASS: ~James (scripture: often overlooked short book late in the Greek scriptures) 
  ~Madeleine L’Engle on faith and art 
 

9th
 MEETING, TH JUNE 22ND: THE WAY OF REASON & THE RISKS OF OBJECTIVISM 

 
READING: ~Prothero, God is Not One (ch 9, “A Brief Coda on Atheism”) 
  ~Greg Epstein, from Good without God: What a Billion Nonreligious People Do Believe 
  ~GRADS: Peter Coviello and Jared Hickman, “Introduction: After the Postsecular.”  
  American Literature 86.4 (Dec 2014): 645-54 (read only 645-49) AND 
  Danielle Haque, “The Postsecular Turn and Muslim American Literature” American  
  Literature 86.4 (Dec 2014): 799-829. 
  Grad student(s) annotation/discussion: _________________ __________________ 
 
VIEWING: ~Adaptation (2002, film, Am, Ap, G, L=4 copies) 
 
ONLINE: ~Quiz #3 (take on W.O. before Th class; questions cover materials since Quiz #2) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Do atheists need church? And again: how do science and religion relate? 
  ~Discussion of key final paper elements 
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10th MEETING, MON JUNE 26TH: FAITH AND VIOLENCE (SYNTHESIS, PART 1) 
 
READING:  ~GRADS: Lori Branch, “The Rituals of Our Re-secularization: Literature between Faith  
  and Knowledge,” Religion & Literature 46.2-3 (Fall 2015): 9-33. 
  Grad student(s) annotation/discussion: _________________ __________________ 
 
VIEWING:  ~Of Gods and Men (2010, Am, Ap, G, L=4 copies) 
 
WRITING: ~Seminar paper proposals due online (under “Discussions”) by 11 a.m. (2 pp. min.) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Highlights from Jacques Derrida’s essay “Faith and Knowledge” 
  ~Peer review of initial paper proposals 
 

11th
 MEETING, WED JUNE 28TH: ANIMAL AMBIGUITY (SYNTHESIS, PART 2) 

 
READING:  ~Yann Martel, Life of Pi (2001) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Sociological data via Pew Forum report, “Many Americans Mix Multiple Faiths” 
  ~Yann Martel interview with Charlie Rose 
 

12th MEETING, TH JUNE 29TH: THE SUBLIME UNKNOWN (SYNTHESIS, PART 3) 
 
VIEWING:  ~Tree of Life (2011, film, Am, Ap, G, L=3 copies) 
 
WRITING: ~Revised seminar paper proposals/early drafting due online (under “Discussions”)  
  by 11 a.m. (4 pp. minimum) 
 
ONLINE: ~Quiz #4 (take on W.O. before Th class; questions cover materials since Quiz #3) 
 
IN CLASS: ~Finish Global Religions in Local Spaces presentations 
  ~Small group activity: founding a religion (revision) 
  ~Peer review of revised seminar paper proposals/early drafting 
 

JULY: FINAL PAPER DEVELOPMENT (NO CLASSES IN THIS PERIOD) 
 
ONLINE: ~Additional consultations available with Dr. Hamner via email until Friday, July 7 
  ~Seminar paper due online (posted under “Assignments”) by Friday, July 14 
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*As discussed via email before the course’s beginning, please note that our schedule differs from that 
on STARS. We are meeting twelve times for three hrs each (= 36 contact hours); the remaining 4 hrs for 
this 3-credit course are available for individual communication about the final paper, esp. during July. 
 
Texts for Purchase 
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
*Prices below are rounded from recent amazon.com new prices. In many cases, used copies can be 
purchased less expensively (try bookfinder.com). 
*I am happy for students to use complete electronic versions of texts so long as they use appropriate 
citation methods when writing papers and can accept occasional challenges in finding a given passage. 
*All texts not listed here will be available for free under “Content” on Western Online. 
 

• Prothero, Stephen. God is Not One: The Eight Rival Religions that Run the World. HarperOne, $10. 
ISBN: 0061571288. 

• Le Guin, Ursula K. The Left Hand of Darkness. Ace, mass-market ed., $7. ISBN: 0441478123. 
• Potok, Chaim. My Name is Asher Lev. Anchor, $10. ISBN: 1400031044. 
• Thompson, Craig. Blankets (graphic novel). Drawn and Quarterly, $16. ISBN: 177046218X OR 

Top Shelf, $less?. ISBN: 1891830430. 
• Martel, Yann. Life of Pi. Mariner, $9. ISBN: 0156027321 OR 9780547848419. 
• FILMS to access (see notes in Schedule above for some streaming & disc sources): 

~Gandhi (1982)   ~Persepolis (2007)   ~Tree of Life (2011) 
~Lost in Translation (2003) ~Adaptation (2002) 
~Whale Rider (2002)   ~Of Gods and Men (2010) 

 
Recommended Reading/Viewing (ask me for more titles that may apply particularly to your project) 
 
FILMS 
 
The Apostle    Life is Beautiful     The Namesake 
The Big Kahuna   The Fisher King     Good Will Hunting 
The Shawshank Redemption  The Last Temptation of Christ   Pay It Forward 
Jesus of Montreal   What Dreams May Come   Doubt 
The Fountain    Schindler’s List     The Final Cut 
Amelie     American Beauty    The End of the Affair 
Stranger than Fiction   Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind  A Serious Man 
Synecdoche, New York   V for Vendetta     The Truman Show 
Sideways    Pi      The Beach 
Signs     The Matrix trilogy    Pleasantville 
Waking Life    Her      Donnie Darko 
Higher Ground    The Sunset Limited    The Invention of Lying 
Kundun    Seven Years in Tibet    Batman Begins 
Spirited Away    The Lathe of Heaven    Silence 
 
COMICS/GRAPHIC NARRATIVE 
Joe Sacco, Palestine     Craig Thompson, Habibi  
Boaz Yakin & Nick Bertozzi, Jerusalem  Guy Delisle, Jerusalem 
Loic Dauvillier et al., The Attack   Joann Sfar, The Rabbi’s Cat 
Osamu Tezuka, Buddha    Touffic El Rassi, Arab in America 
Garth Ennis, Preacher     Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus 
Mark Wald, Alex Ross, Kingdom Come  Brian Vaughan, Y: The Last Man, Pride of Baghdad 
Kevin Huizenga, Curses    Ho Che Anderson, King: A Comics Biography 
Will Eisner, A Contract with God   Sean Murphy, Punk Rock Jesus 
William Meyers et al., Man of Peace: The Illustrated Life Story of the Dalai Lama of Tibet 
Scott Hales, The Garden of Enid: Adventures of a Weird Mormon Girl 
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NOVELS & NOVELLAS 
 
Sinclair Lewis, Elmer Gantry    John Steinbeck, East of Eden 
Flannery O’Connor, The Complete Stories  Ralph Ellison, Juneteenth 
Anne Donovan, Buddha Da    David James Duncan, The Brothers K 
Walter M. Miller, A Canticle for Liebowitz  Walker Percy, The Second Coming 
Barbara Kingsolver, The Poisonwood Bible  Graham Greene, The Power and the Glory 
Octavia Butler, Lilith’s Brood, the Parable novels Ana Castillo, So Far From God 
Toni Morrison, Paradise    Mary Doria Russell, The Sparrow & Children of God 
Neil Stephenson, Anathem    Philip K. Dick, The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch 
Bruce Courtenay, The Power of One   Leslie Marmon Silko, Ceremony 
Amy Waldman, The Submission   Mohsin Hamid, The Reluctant Fundamentalist 
Khaled Hosseini, The Kite Runner    Khaled Hosseini, A Thousand Splendid Suns 
Salman Rushdie, The Satanic Verses   J.D. Salinger, Franny and Zooey 
Ruth Ozeki, A Tale for the Time Being   Manuel Muñoz, The Faith Healer of Olive Avenue  
Ursula K. Le Guin, “Paradises Lost,” The Telling James Morrow, Towing Jehovah (& sequels) 
David Mitchell, Cloud Atlas    G. Willow Wilson, Alif the Unseen 
 
CRITICAL THEORY AND LITERARY/CINEMATIC ANALYSIS (in chronological order) 
 
René Girard, Deceit, Desire, & the Novel: Self & Other in Literary Structure. 1961. The Scapegoat. 1982. 
Robert Detweiler, Breaking the Fall: Religious Readings of Contemporary Fiction. 1989. 
Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology. 1989. On Belief. 2001. 
Mary Midgley, Science as Salvation: A Modern Myth and Its Meaning. 1992. 
Jacques Derrida, Acts of Religion. 2002. 
Talal Asad, Formations of the Secular: Christianity, Islam, Modernity. 2003. 
Graham Ward, True Religion. 2003. 
Tracy Fessenden, Culture and Redemption: Religion, the Secular, and American Literature. 2006. 
George Levine, Darwin Loves You: Natural Selection and the Re-Enchantment of the World. 2006. 
John McClure, Partial Faiths: Postsecular Fiction in the Age of Pynchon and Morrison. 2007. 
David Morgan, The Lure of Images: A history of religion and visual media in America. 2007. 
Charles Taylor, A Secular Age. 2007. 
Mark Knight, An Introduction to Religion & Literature. 2009. 
A. David Lewis et al., Graven Images: Religion in Comic Books and Graphic Novels. 2010. 
Michael Warner et al., Varieties of Secularism in a Secular Age. 2010. 
Huggan, Graham. “Is the ‘Post’ in ‘Postsecular’ the ‘Post’ in ‘Postcolonial’?” Modern Fiction Studies 56.4 

(Winter 2010): 751-68. 
Mufti, Aamir. “Why I Am Not a Postsecularist.” boundary 2 40.1 (2013): 7-19. 
Cistelecan, Alex. “The Theological Turn of Contemporary Critical Theory.” Telos 167 (Sum 2014): 8-26. 
Justin Neuman, Fiction Beyond Secularism. 2014. 
Furani, Khaled. “Is There a Postsecular?” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 83.1 (March 2015): 

1-26. 
Dudley, Jack. “’along a road that may lead nowhere’: J. M. Coetzee’s Disgrace and the Postsecular 

Novel.” Studies in the Novel 49.1 (Spring 2017): 109-30. 
 
HISTORICAL ANGLES  
 
Stephen Prothero, American Jesus    Patrick Allitt, Religion in America Since 1945 
Michael Ruse, The Evolution-Creation Struggle Justo Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity (2 vol.) 
Robert Wuthnow, After Heaven    Steven Waldman, Founding Faith 
James Turner, Without God, Without Creed: The Origins of Unbelief in America 
George Marsden, Fundamentalism & American Culture, new ed. 
James Gilbert, Redeeming Culture: American Religion in an Age of Science 
Reza Aslan, No god but God: The Origins, Evolution, and Future of Islam 
Paul Harvey & Philip Goff, The Columbia Documentary History of Religion in American since 1945 
Frances FitzGerald, The Evangelicals: The Struggle to Shape America 
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Grading Criteria 
 
I will figure final grades using the university scale (A, B, C, D, or F, with pluses/minuses) and the 
values below (with minor adjustments as needed). Please note the “My Grades” function on the course 
website, which lets you track assignment grades and estimate your current overall grade at any point. 
 

GRADS UNDERGRADS  
 
40%  40%    4 quizzes (10% each) 
10%  20%    Global Religions in Local Spaces project 
10%  n/a    Postsecular theory annotation & presentation 
40%  40%    Seminar paper 
 

Brief Looks at Assignments 
 
Quizzes: These will neither be picky, insignificant-detail interrogations, nor such easy affairs that one 
could prepare sufficiently by reading summaries. The idea is that most people who recently covered all 
assigned reading and viewing with good comprehension will average 70-80% of the points available 
(i.e., earn a “B” or better). Please keep in mind that each quiz only covers material since the previous 
one and will focus more heavily on primary than secondary texts. Students sometimes worry about the 
quizzes initially, but generally agree they provide valuable accountability during the course and ensure 
higher-quality, greater-depth discussions. My advice is to get the reading and viewing done well in 
advance, then go back over it, your journals and in-class notes, and my “discussion notes” or other 
handouts. Checking your understanding and comparing reactions in outside-class conversations with 
classmates can also be very helpful. 
 
Global Religions in Local Spaces: This assignment involves two elements: first, 1-2 students will visit 
a local religious community that is largely unfamiliar to them, and second, they will deliver a creative, 
roughly 10-min. report on the experience to the class. Dr. Hamner will supply a list of suggested clergy 
from a wide range of traditions and facilitate these connections, but the responsibility to complete the 
visit rests with students. Ideally, each trip will include both observation of a group event and an 
interview with clergy, each of which should last about an hour. The report may then take many forms: 
powerpoints, photos, video, audio, puppets, and reenactments are all possible. Presentations should 
definitely include (a) clear information that compares what you witnessed to the expectations created 
by our course materials and (b) interpretive reflection about how your perceptions of the specific 
tradition and of “religion” more broadly developed via the encounter. Further information will be 
provided during the course’s first week. 
 
Postsecular theory annotation & presentation (GRADS only): This additional assignment for 
graduate students has two elements. First, 1-2 grad students will write separate 500-word annotations 
(1/3 summary, 2/3 analytical response) for each of the grads-only theoretical pieces included in the 
course (Taylor; Hungerford; Fessenden; Coviello/Hickman & Haque; Branch). Second, grad students 
will supply printed copies (Dr. Hamner can help if desired) and in collaboration with each other, talk 
through their annotations for the whole class, facilitating subsequent discussion about how they and 
we interpret the piece, its relationship to other concepts of the postsecular, and recent course texts. 
 
Seminar Paper: An extensively revised and carefully polished argumentative paper that grows out of 
our course materials and conversations. Grad students should submit 3000+ words (~12 pp.); 
undergrads should submit 2000+ words (~8 pp.). Whether or not papers directly concern primary 
course texts, each should include (a) at least one page of very close reading/analysis of at least one 
novel/comic/film; (b) direct engagement with at least one religious tradition focused upon by the 
course; and for graduate students only, (c) treatment of 2+ theoretical pieces from within the course 
and 4+ secondary texts from outside the course. Make this project serve your larger interests and 
strategize throughout June about how you can develop your individual interests through it! The sooner 
you begin tossing around a proposal with me, whether in person or via email, the more time there will 
be for it to grow. Again, further information will be provided during the course’s first week. 
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PLEASE NOTE: 
The following is part of all of my syllabi. Please read it carefully, but keep its generality in mind. 
 
My Teaching Philosophy and Expectations of Students 
 
The better we understand each other’s expectations, the more quickly we can develop a good working 
relationship. Here are a few key elements of my teaching philosophy: 
 
~I want students to engage me and each other authentically and maturely. I hope this course will spark 
your curiosity in many ways, and that happens best when students honestly and tactfully share 
reactions to controversial topics. I intentionally raise such issues because a public university classroom 
is a uniquely valuable setting in which to explore and learn from frank, respectful disagreement. I aim 
for us to develop a classroom community that everyone appreciates and that extends beyond its walls. 
 
~Just as critically, I expect students to be professionally responsible. You should approach this course as 
you might a challenging, rewarding job, one with tasks that are yours alone. I well understand that it is 
very hard to balance multiple classes, paid work, childrearing, and other responsibilities, but my roles 
include challenging you beyond your comfort zone and honestly assessing your academic work (not 
your value as a human being). Having a good sense of how your work stacks up, both in terms of 
strengths and weaknesses, is critical for your future decisions. Do your best to remember: a grade is a 
snapshot of a brief moment (and even one semester is brief); it takes a lot of these together to begin to 
illustrate your abilities, and your entire college/grad school GPA will never convey those as fully as 
the recommendation letters you enable professors to write about you. Those usually matter far more. 
 
~While we will be studying fields in which I am relatively expert, I approach this class as a learner, too. 
Wisdom is not just knowledge, but humility, a deepening awareness of how much one does not know. I 
spent over a decade earning my graduate degrees not to hoard power, but to be in a position to 
empower others. You show you are ready for that with your simultaneous investment. In short, what 
you get out of this course will be directly related to what you put into it, during and beyond classtime. 
 
Attendance & Participation 
 
My courses differ substantially from those requiring regurgitation of memorized information. Our 
goals include learning new interpretive approaches, understanding diverse people and ideas, 
expanding critical thinking and creativity, strengthening analytical and writing skills, and learning 
from each other’s unique backgrounds. Thus preparation for each session, regular on-time attendance, 
and thoughtful discussion participation are crucial. Except in extreme circumstances, each class missed 
beyond 3 (with tardiness or early departure counting as ½ class) will automatically lower the final mark by 1/3 
grade (e.g. missing 4 classes changes a B to a B-). Extensive absences will result in an “F” for the course. 
 
Classroom Courtesies 
 
Please excuse yourself when necessary; transitions are the best times. Please mute cell phones and other 
potential distractions; obviously, laptops and electronics should not be used during in-class quizzes. 
Finally, please wait to put away materials until we call it a day; I will respect your schedules as well.  
 
Communication 
 
While there are occasional errors, I do my best to build a trustworthy syllabus that won’t need major 
adjustments. Please read it thoroughly; it answers most routine questions. Also, keep in mind that 
unless you expect to be gone for multiple class meetings in a row, I don’t need to know about illnesses, 
transportation problems, work conflicts, or the other ordinary challenges. When you have a question 
not addressed on the syllabus or in class, please ask after class or in office hours. If that isn’t possible, 
email is the next best option (far faster than voicemail). My goal is to respond within 2 business days, 
but if my answer is detailed, I may ask to shift the chat to office hours. Finally, be aware that I 
sometimes use email to make class announcements, so ensure I have an address you check daily. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. Q. Can I make up the quiz I missed? 
A. Yes—but only within the next week (whether in office hours, during the next class meeting’s break, or 
immediately afterward). Also, I only offer this opportunity once per semester, barring extreme 
circumstances (which do not include having to work, car breakdowns, deaths in friends’ families, etc.). In 
this course, no: the 4 quizzes will be available online by the afternoon before they are due, and you should 
be able to take them in those windows barring extreme emergency, in which case please consult me. 
 

2. Q. Can you tell me what I missed in class? 
A. Not really; the experience of most of our conversations and even my presentations will be difficult to 
replicate in other forms. However, I can say that almost every week, I hand out some form of “discussion 
notes,” and I usually post these on the website (under “Content”) soon thereafter, if not beforehand. 
 

3. Q. What should I write about? 
A. What do you care about? What has grabbed you and evoked some sort of emotional response, whether 
positive, negative, or in some combination? I regularly encourage students to engage texts and questions 
that have significant personal resonance; most people do their best work when it means more than a grade. 
If you’re having a hard time getting at what you care about, seek out conversation—not just with me and 
peers, but also with family, friends, and others who know you well. Sometimes having to introduce your 
learning to those unfamiliar with the material helps the most in figuring out what excites you. 

 
4. Q. How does your grading scale work? 

A. My system may mean your grade is higher than you think. Western Online will compute your current 
course grade using my formula, but it’s simple enough to do yourself. The maximum possible points for 
the course is 100, so divide your total by that (or by the points available as of a given date), then multiply 
that number by 4. This puts your score on the 4.0 scale, which I then translate to a letter grade. The same 
process can be used for any individual assignment. So, for example, if you earned 8 out of 10 points on a 
quiz, you would divide 8 by 10 (=.80), then multiple that by 4 (=3.20), and that would be between a B 
and a B+. At the course’s conclusion, when consistent effort and other contributions to the class’s success 
warrant it, I sometimes bump up a borderline grade. 

 
5. Q. Do you want a hard copy of my paper, and when will it be graded? 

A. Please submit papers via the course website only; if it should be inaccessible as a deadline approaches, 
emailing the paper and then posting it the next day is fine. My goal is to return papers online within a 
week of the due date. Late papers usually take longer; please alert me of such submissions with an email. 

 
Further Writing Assignment Guidelines 
 
In addition to utilizing the argumentative essay revision guide at the end of this syllabus, it is worth 
familiarizing yourself with a good style guide. I use MLA style most often, but other styles (Chicago, 
APA, or another with pre-approval) are fine as long as they are consistently applied. Please use this 
page setup on all assignments, unless specified otherwise: 1” justified margins on all sides; size 12, 
Times New Roman font; and double-spacing. Finally, provide a cover page including paper title, 
course title and my name, your name, and date, as well as a list of works cited or a bibliography. 
Unless instructed otherwise, all assignments should be submitted online as a docx, doc, or rtf file. 
 
The Writing Center 
 
“The U.S. Bank WIU-QC University Writing Center is available to assist you with general and specific 
questions on writing assigned in any discipline and at any academic level. The one-on-one assistance 
available is valuable for generating ideas, talking about global-level issues such as organization, and 
even working through grammatical problems. The writing center is located in QC Complex 2219. Call 
309-762-9481 for an appointment and be sure to bring a copy of your assignment.” 
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Late Work 
 
Barring extreme emergencies or prior arrangement, I will deduct one-third of a grade for each week (or portion 
thereof) that an assignment is late. If you anticipate special difficulty in meeting a deadline, please discuss 
this with me privately and well in advance so that if warranted, we can consider special arrangements. 
Readings and assignments are in many ways cumulative, so it is important that you keep up; at the 
same time, we lead busy lives and occasionally other priorities intervene. Balancing those realities, my 
policy aims to make being on-time important without making a rare delay devastating.  
 
Academic Dishonesty 
 
Plagiarism, cheating, and other forms of academic dishonesty are among the most serious violations of 
a student’s integrity and of relationships with the instructor, fellow classmates, and the university. In 
the humanities, plagiarism most often involves presenting another person’s specific words or ideas as 
one’s own, whether by copying or closely paraphrasing, and without citing the source. Please be aware 
that such an offense will at minimum result in an “F” on the assignment and in many cases leads to an “F” for 
the course. In many of my courses, I briefly review proper citation, but if you have questions about how 
to credit an idea or information source, ask. If you are unsure about definitions or consequences of 
academic dishonesty, consult WIU’s Student Academic Integrity Policy at 
http://www.wiu.edu/policies/acintegrity.php. 
 
Counseling Services 
 
“Confidential counseling services are available for WIU-QC students. Time management, stress 
management, balancing work and family, study skills, low self-esteem, relationship problems, 
depression, and anxiety are some examples of issues that students may address in personal counseling. 
Students may call 309/762-1988 to make an appointment with Counseling and Career Services.” 
 
Accommodations 
 
“Students with disabilities: In accordance with University values and disability law, students with 
disabilities may request academic accommodations where there are aspects of a course that result in 
barriers to inclusion or accurate assessment of achievement. To file an official request for disability-
related accommodations, please contact the Disability Resource Center at 309-298-
2512, disability@wiu.edu or in 143 Memorial Hall. Please notify the instructor as soon as possible to ensure 
that this course is accessible to you in a timely manner.” 
 
Sex Discrimination/Title IX 
 
“University values, Title IX, and other federal and state laws prohibit sex discrimination, including 
sexual assault/misconduct, dating/domestic violence, and stalking. If you, or someone you know, has 
been the victim of any of these offenses, we encourage you to report this to the Title IX Coordinator at 
309-298-1977 or anonymously online at: http://www.wiu.edu/equal_opportunity_and_access/request_form/index.php. If 
you disclose an incident to a faculty member, the faculty member must notify the Title IX Coordinator. 
The complete Title IX policy is available at: http://www.wiu.edu/vpas/policies/titleIX.php.” 
 
Student Rights & Responsibilities 
 
For further information on expectations for both students and university personnel, please see 
http://www.wiu.edu/provost/students.php. 
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Dr. Hamner’s Argumentative Essay Revision Checklist 

 
The Introduction 

 
1. Hook:  Does your introduction (including the first sentence) efficiently grab readers’ attention without 

being silly, exaggerated, or disconnected? Is the shift from it to the paper’s thesis natural or abrupt? 
 

2. Thesis: Is it clear what sentence(s) convey the paper’s central claim?  
Strengthening your thesis:  

• Is your claim obvious or subtle? Boring or daring? Outlandish or plausible?  
• Is your claim vague or specific? General or precise? 
• Is something significant clearly at stake in your argument? Have you provided a sense of why it 

matters whether your reader buys or dismisses your claim? 
 

3. Map: Does the introduction preview the order in which the paper will examine the evidence?  
 

The Body 
 

4. Main Points: Can you summarize in a single phrase the main point and/or task of each body paragraph, 
or are some paragraphs’ goals or relevance to the thesis unclear?  
 

5. Topic Sentences and Concluding Sentences: Within a given paragraph, do the topic sentence and 
concluding sentence fit, without being identical? Do they provide meaningful links between paragraphs? 
 

6. Organization: Are there any paragraphs that don't make logical sense in the organization of the essay—
e.g. too-short/disconnected “lonely” paragraphs or too-long/repetitive “bullying” paragraphs?  Should 
any be removed or integrated elsewhere? Can you reorder so the argument’s force grows more naturally? 
 

7. Textual Evidence/Quotation: Is there sufficient evidence from specific texts (at least one quotation per 
body paragraph, as a general rule) to back up the argument’s main points? Are there appropriate page 
number citations? Does the paper introduce quotations with a sense of their original context? After 
quotations, do you offer interpretations of their meaning or just expect readers to hear them as you do? 
 

8. Minimal Summary, Maximum Analysis: Except in briefly introducing unfamiliar key text(s), does the 
paper avoid plot summaries? Does your interpretive and analytical work remain the focus? 
 

9. Reasonable Specifics, Not Generalities or Overreaches: Does your paper resort to vague generalities 
that might describe any text? (“The author uses lots of description to help readers understand.”) Does it 
include gross overstatements that cost you credence? (“In this story everything is about death.”) 
 

The Conclusion 
 

10. Closure: Does the conclusion bring the essay to a meaningful close or end abruptly? Does it avoid exact 
restatement of the introduction, but still reinforce your main points? Does it suggest how the essay’s main 
ideas might be expanded into other contexts and why it matters that your reader take them seriously? 
 

Mechanics & Style 
 

11. Grammatical & other mechanical issues: Has at least one strong writer proofread your paper?  
Among the most common problems (beyond spelling, capitalization, basic punctuation): 

• Pronoun reference: are the referents of your pronouns clear? Do they agree in number? 
• Run-on sentences and fragments: is each of your sentences a single, complete thought? 

 
12. Stylistic issues: Have you presented your work in the most professional, attractive manner possible?  

Among the most common problems, especially for less experienced writers: 
• Verbal “fluff”: is every word and phrase doing real work toward demonstrating your thesis? Have you 

eliminated as much repetition as possible? You want the “impact per word ratio” as high as possible. 
• Have you stayed in the present tense while writing about literature, film, or other artistic texts? 
• Have you provided an accurate, unique, provocative, inviting title? 
• Does your paper fit the length and formatting requirements? 


